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Day by Day 2009-08-10
a collection of hazelden meditations written by people in recovery from
opioid addiction for people looking for a daily reader designed to support
their sobriety during more than 40 years more than a million people have
relied on day by day as an essential source of inspiration spirituality and
mindfulness for their ongoing health and wellness reinforcing the twelve step
principles of narcotics anonymous each thought of the day in this classic
collection fosters the coping skills insights and spiritual growth that have
helped people around the world find freedom from drug dependency and
addiction

Day by Day 1990-06-30
written for people in recovery as well as for anyone concerned with getting
the most out of each day this revised edition is designed to bring a renewed
sense of meaning and inspiration to every reader s life

Just for Today 2022-02-06
jft offers a short reflection on a quote from na literature followed by a
closing intention or affirmation for each day of the year

The Art of Recovery 1999-11
daily positive thoughts offer insight and ideas for meeting the challenges of
ongoing recovery from eating disorders find strength and renewal in recovery
from eating disorders with the author of food for thought and explore your
spiritual and personal development in recovery the daily meditations found in
inner harvest invite us to live more fully encouraging us to continue living
a life focused on healthy personal growth not on food the readings offer
support for developing self acceptance and the openness to build better
relationships with others and our higher power

Inner Harvest 2010-03-26
meditation is taking time out for yourself to relax unwind and re focus your
thinking on the here and now yet this same activity can also be very helpful
if you or someone you know is trying to overcome a drug or alcohol problem so
why not put daily meditation to work for you daily meditations for recovery
is a unique collection of 365 amazing quotes and meditations expressly
designed to give your current life a boost toward the better one that you
deserve one full of promise where the sky s the limit whether you ve just
started on your journey or have years under your belt can you really afford
not to have the awesome power of meditation working on your behalf for
yourself your life and your sobriety order daily meditations for recovery now
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Daily Meditations for Recovery 2017-11-30
living in balance meditations book

Feeding the Soul 1991
true lasting recovery requires us to create and maintain inner peace for many
it springs from a practice of mindfulness for others from the rituals of
religion but not everyone finds a connection with a higher power in those
ways through daily reflection and meditation in god s care gifts a healing
inspiration to our spirit steadily we find spiritual growth recovery is an
act of faith an addict is promised healing and self development through the
rigors of counseling treatment therapy and a twelve step program with
motivational guidance addictive behaviors are abandoned coping skills are
learned and sobriety is lasting the cycle of addiction is broken by trusting
in the process this is the power of faith a new way of life co author karen
casey who wrote the bestselling recovery classic each day a new beginning
harnesses this power to transform life s struggles into a devotional outlook
these heartfelt meditations encourage the optimism needed for continuous
change it doesn t matter what we call the goodness we wish to be and see god
or otherwise it only matters that we hold it in our hearts and affairs as we
create a new life that is the truest definition of a higher power

Living in Balance 2011
dawn nickel founder of the international movement and nonprofit organization
she recovers foundation presents a daily meditation book that acknowledges
the specific needs of all women in any type of recovery and includes
important topics such as substance use codependency love addiction
workaholism eating disorders and beyond as a survivor of intimate partner
violence and cancer with over thirty five years of recovery from substance
use nickel recognizes the greater risk women in recovery have for developing
a co occurring disorder recovering from all things is the phrase she uses to
recognize the complexities behind recovery in this book nickel provides help
for anyone who identifies as a woman who is also in recovery or seeking
recovery in any area of her life those struggling with substance use mental
health and related life challenges will benefit the most from her insightful
nonjudgmental writing these daily meditations will inspire hope reduce stigma
and empower all women in recovery

In God's Care 2009-11-10
the thoughtful and inspiring meditations in body mind and spirit provide
anyone in twelve step recovery practical daily guidance for healing
physically mentally and spiritually even those of us with years of recovery
experience have days when we feel stuck we notice ourselves returning to
unhealthy behaviors and wondering how much progress we have really made this
classic meditation title addresses this bump in the road by helping us
separate sobriety from a truly healthy fulfilling recovery and giving us
advice to stay on track if you are working the steps in alcoholics anonymous
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narcotics anonymous gamblers anonymous codependents anonymous or another
program the thought provoking readings quotations and calls to action in body
mind and spirit will help you keep moving forward each day whether you are
struggling with treating your recovering body with respect letting go of old
resentments or finding a routine that nourishes your spirit and connection
with your higher power this book is full of wisdom to help you find true
healing and wholeness on your journey

She Recovers Every Day 2023-02-21
this book was written to give persons who are in recovery from addictions and
emotional problems a daily touchstone of encouragement practical suggestions
and affirmation of self the entries for each day of the year provide an
opportunity to enhance recovery and to combat the stigma attached to persons
with both problems the book can also be helpful to families and caregivers

Body, Mind, and Spirit 2010-04-19
we all need tools to help us fully embrace the new way of life made possible
through recovery truly break the addiction cycle by uncovering the reasons
for former dependencies and behaviors discovering new perspectives reshaping
your sense of masculinity and building the coping skills that support real
physical and emotional sobriety cornerstones provide the foundation for
growth and strength this collection of daily readings was designed
specifically for men who are new to recovery or are working to move beyond
the internal roadblocks that prevent true personal evolution in recovery
overall health and wellness are supported by the author s artful exploration
of the common aspects and archetypes of masculinity we encounter in our lives
complementary to working a twelve step program or other recovery approaches
this latest addition to hazelden s incomparable series of daily meditation
books fosters reflection motivation change mindfulness personal growth and
new definitions of manhood offering guidance inspiration spirituality
affirmation and new definitions of manhood upon which to build a new life
free from substance use and process or other addictions each meditation in
this collection was crafted to support your journey of recovery to become
your best possible self

Recovering 2007-10
this meditation book uses mindful relaxation to prevent relapse and help
readers achieve balance in their body mind and spirit chinese sage lao tzu
said every journey begins with a single step recovery begins in the same way
thankfully dr jeff hoffman has penned a simple and elegant volume of
meditations to accompany you along the way scott d miller ph d director of
the international center for excellenceresearch shows mindful relaxation or
progressive relaxation is effective in preventing relapse and helping
patients achieve balance in mind body and spirit living in balance 90
meditations for recovery from addiction integrates meditation as a complement
to hazelden s evidence based living in balance curriculum the first three
months of recovery are a critical time when people need to learn good habits
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to replace old drug using ones this unique book recommends and guides readers
through ninety meditations one for each day of the first three months to help
prepare readers for recovery gain practical insights and make important
changes in life

Just for Today 2007
show up for yourself one day at a time so here i sit knowing that the past is
behind and the present is mine to enjoy as i choose being here now i love it
all and i love myself for showing up for myself when i do that show up for
myself the past has no power over me this is recovery living with awareness
and gratitude one feeling at a time one day at a time what is recovery how do
you define it what s the point how do you approach your journey of recovery
the spirit recovery meditation journal is intended to inspire and challenge
you to seek your own answers to these questions spirit recovery is about
reclaiming your authenticity unraveling the matrix of who you believe you are
while finding the willingness to consider perspectives other than the ones
you currently have being in recovery is being in life it s about integrity
and the freedom in taking personal responsibility for our lives in these
pages you will find gentle encouragement and the reminder that the key to
recovery is in the power of choice

Cornerstones 2018-10-02
in the quest for sustained sobriety and self development we must look outside
of ourselves to discover our inner truths whether we are facing dependency or
parenthood marriage or meditation everyone needs a guide to embolden their
coping skills and settle in to a better more balanced life touchstones has
strengthened millions of recoveries for more than thirty years offering
suggestions for deepening integrity spirituality and intimacy a recovering
man s trinity it helps men transform addictive behaviors and thinking into an
empowered manhood this engaging self help book designed specifically for men
explores masculinity through informative inspirational meditations
touchstones offers profound advice for life s many changes and emphasizes the
importance of recognizing the effects of common emotions such as anger
resentment and fear its striking insight supports any stage of recovery but
the daily readings in this book are not simply for a better recovery they are
for a better more balanced life continued awareness and involvement with
these ideas provide ongoing personal growth although this growth is entirely
our own its benefits will be shared newfound mental health and wellness will
spread infectiously to every relationship with friends and family alike here
every manly struggle meets an insight the cycle of addiction meets its end

Living in Balance Meditations Book 2011-03-25
inspirational

The Spirit Recovery Meditation Journal 2006-03-07
the members and trusted servants of the recovery group take pride in
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presenting to you their original recovery reflections and meditations
relating to their experience of working the 12 steps we receive invaluable
inspiration and connection as we discover that none of us walk this sometimes
bumpy road alone our walls of isolation and pain are removed brick by brick
when we see that others have passed this way before us and have not only
survived but thrived we hope that you will be encouraged as you read this
inspired original collection of the experience strength and hope of men and
women around the world working the twelve step program of recovery welcome to
the recovery group welcome home notice from time to time discounts are
available at create space and amazon write trgadm if you re interested in
receiving more information about this thank you for being interested in
recovery meditations one day at a time

In God's Care 1991
the book of spiritual meditations that pioneered the women s recovery
movement karen casey tells truth and tells it well marianne williamson 1 new
release in spiritual meditations first published in 1982 karen casey s
signature and genre defining work each day a new beginning broke ground as
the first daily meditation book for women in alcoholism recovery forty years
later over four million copies have been sold and people around the globe
continue to turn to this renowned classic for morning motivation afternoon
escape and night time reflection engage with effective healing meditation
practices karen casey offers invaluable wisdom with every page encouraging
women in recovery to learn the art of compassion acceptance creativity and
more spiritual meditation exercises are peppered throughout the book allowing
you to heal with each coming day recognize the importance of community in
recovery recovery is not linear and absolute but meandering and ambiguous
from personal experience karen casey knows this to be true in each day a new
beginning inhabit a collective space for women in recovery for spiritual
meditation reflection learning and connection gain wisdom from exceptional
female role models each day enjoy an inspirational quote from extraordinary
women ranging from anne morrow lindbergh to dorothy bryant to evelyn mandel
meditation practices follow each quote allowing you to supplement your
healing experience with mindfulness exercises each day a new beginning is the
perfect gift for women during any stage of their recovery journey it is
designed to help you gain deeper insight into the recovery process celebrate
your personal strength and dedication towards recovery practice mindfulness
through daily meditation exercises if spiritual meditation and daily
affirmation books like meditations on self love badass affirmations or
practicing mindfulness inspired you you ll love each day a new beginning

Touchstones 2009-09-29
daily meditation book written by and for the adult children of alcoholics aca
acoa fellowship contributions reflect experience strength and hope as part of
the contributors recovery journeys
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God Grant 1989
when i am listening to fellow alcoholics share at meetings i take notes not
transcriptions just notes of things that catch my attention they bring to
mind the wisdom and humour that i heard i meditate on the comments and see
the insights that i missed

Recovery Meditations ~ One Day at a Time 2011-06-17
daily meditation book written by and for the adult children of alcoholics aca
acoa fellowship contributions reflect experience strength and hope as part of
the contributors recovery journeys

Each Day a New Beginning 2022-11-29
daily reflections for those searching for lasting recovery from sex addiction
the supportive and motivational thoughts in this bestselling collection of
daily readings promise to spark the healing hope and personal growth anyone
addicted to sex needs to embrace recovery part of the hazelden meditation
series each thought of the day inspires the strength courage and mindfulness
readers need to overcome patterns of sexual compulsion featuring 366
affirmations that complement any twelve step program for love addiction or an
unhealthy dependence on sexual behavior this book will become the touchstone
to your transformation

Strengthening My Recovery 2013-11-01
this book filled with 365 quotes and meditations from judges lawyers and
elder statesmen aims to address the feelings and issues confronted by lawyers
that are recovering

GEMS 2019-09-30
in the first book of daily meditations written especially for gay men in
recovery simple yet powerful words of wisdom speak of this unique experience
and reflect upon issues that are rarely addressed by support groups or
recovery literature offering new insights into personal concerns these are
day to day messages of hope and healing

Strengthening My Recovery 2013-11-01
the good news is we can find serenity by doing nothing it doesn t cost any
money and it doesn t require anything out of us the bad news is we can find
serenity by doing nothing we can t buy it and it doesn t need anything out of
us therein lies the challenge mary faulkner the easy does it meditation book
and recovery flash cards is a profound challenging and comforting book that
includes fifty two meditations one for each week of the year these wise and
witty musings are meant to encourage and inspire anyone traveling on the path
of recovery also included are fifty two recovery flash cards each card
contains specially selected line drawings twelve step folk wisdom and quotes
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from the big book of alcoholics anonymous this is the essential tool for
embracing the challenges of recovery it provides a quick pick me up a gentle
reminder to refocus on your spiritual program and a way of getting back on
track

Answers in the Heart 2011-02-17
of the americans who serve and have served in the united states armed forces
many struggle with alcoholism and addiction what happens when the people who
keep our country safe need saving how do we fulfill our promise to leave no
one behind we show them there are service members who have been through
similar circumstances who can help them and who might also need help this
book does just that in this new meditation book service members who are in
recovery share their words of healing and hope in daily meditations these
people are in a class of their own they know what they experienced they know
how their recovery has been affected by their service they know how to help
themselves and they know how to help each other the voices in this book are
unique and will resonate with readers providing insights thoughts and
feelings only others who have served can understand and relate to the same
can be said of recovery we look to the person on our left and the person on
our right and we leave no one behind

The Lawyer's Light 2014
discover your surpassing peace and surest hope in crisis in sixty gospel
centered meditations natural disaster or relational disaster broken body or
broken marriage job loss or loss of a loved one crisis thrusts us into a
season of healing and recovery the journey of recovery can arouse many
emotions shock fear anxiety doubt agony anger into this place of strife and
sorrow elizabeth reynolds turnage gives compelling reasons to hope god has
written a story that takes us from recovery to full restoration if you long
to know the restoration hope that awaits beyond recovery you need this book

Lavender Light 1995
speaking thoughtfully to those recovering from substance abuse and addiction
god grant me offers a daily dose of strength and wisdom with each of its
meditations the journey of recovery is inspired by insight prayer and
continuous renewal after years of reflection on the themes they presented in
their first collection of readings with this follow up the authors of the
bestselling meditation book keep it simple build upon incorporating twelve
step practices into their daily lives these readings present the recovery
wisdom of alcoholics anonymous narcotics anonymous and other twelve step
programs supporting readers in the process of developing a regular
therapeutic practice of mindfulness community and inspiration overcoming
addiction requires connecting with the things that define a life of health
and wellness introspection spirituality daily support and fellowship god
grant me is a dependable companion that gives guidance and inspiration for
new beginnings and a sustained sober life
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Easy Does It Meditation Book and Recovery Flash
Cards 2009-01-09
based on the spiritual foundations of twelve step programs these daily
readings part of hazelden s meditation series offer inspiration affirmation
and hope to those of us in recovery from addiction drawing upon insightful
phrases often overheard in the rooms of recovery the daily reflections and
prayers in this collection are intended to offer comfort and guiding
reminders to those recovering from alcoholism drug addiction substance use
disorders process addictions or other compulsive behaviors recovery is a
process that happens a day at a time and this daily reader will support your
journey

Leave No One Behind 2022-06-28
this book offers a short daily experience to help bring readers back to their
spiritual center in the daily moments of struggle and questioning the editors
have collected daily quotes reflections and questions for readers on their
spiritual journey of recovery with each month focusing on one of the 12 steps

From Recovery to Restoration 2020-09-16
a dependable companion for people in all stages of recovery keep it simple s
meditations bring you back to the basics of living a twelve step program the
recovery wisdom in each thought for the day works as an engaging reminder to
show up for yourself your program and your overall wellness every day as you
go through your journey of recovery with the steps as your guideposts these
inspirational daily meditations give your spirit a feeling of regular renewal
fellowship and new beginnings each page serves as your cornerstone for a new
life helping you cultivate true health personal growth and transformation in
a way that complements the life changing guidance of alcoholics anonymous
narcotics anonymous and other programs by providing a year s worth of
encouragement reflection and prayer keep it simple becomes the sustaining
daily dose of support and strength you can always count on cherished by
millions for decades this recovery classic is an expansive collection of
insight and guidance weaving together traditional teachings and diverse
voices it s your daily invitation to a practice of mindfulness therapeutic
healing and overcoming addiction

God Grant Me 2005-02-21
mindful meditation journals click on author name for more journals 110 pages
90 days of positive affirmations to kick start you recovery this journal is
ideal for kick starting your recovery or getting you back on track to healing
your mind body and spirit a lined journal with a prompted affirmation each
day to support your healing and wellbeing for three months to provide you
with a daily positive mindset and focus use this journal to respond to the
affirmation keep a journal of your days create collages or develop a
sketchbook to help support your growth mindset through your recovery generic
in its approach this journal can be used to support a range of recoveries and
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is suitable for all ages physical recovery and recuperation mental wellbeing
addiction recovery our journals are great for popping in your bag or having
in your workspace or desk at home to grab when that special little thought
comes to you and ensure you get the things you think about done suitable to
be used with most media pencils pens watercolours pastels and perfect for
creating collages and artwork ideas please note pens and markers may bleed
through

A Day at a Time 2009-09-29
mindful meditation journals click on author name for more journals 110 pages
90 days of positive affirmations to kick start you recovery this journal is
ideal for kick starting your recovery or getting you back on track to healing
your mind body and spirit a lined journal with a prompted affirmation each
day to support your healing and wellbeing for three months to provide you
with a daily positive mindset and focus use this journal to respond to the
affirmation keep a journal of your days create collages or develop a
sketchbook to help support your growth mindset through your recovery generic
in its approach this journal can be used to support a range of recoveries and
is suitable for all ages physical recovery and recuperation mental wellbeing
addiction recovery our journals are great for popping in your bag or having
in your workspace or desk at home to grab when that special little thought
comes to you and ensure you get the things you think about done suitable to
be used with most media pencils pens watercolours pastels and perfect for
creating collages and artwork ideas please note pens and markers may bleed
through

This Day in Recovery 2021
this book was written by one who knows the struggle and battle facing many
who deal with addiction clean and serene is designed to be one of the tools
for those in the process of recovery and healing from addiction the author
integrates scripture with the spiritual principles of support groups such as
alcoholic s anonymous inside you will find meditations that will inspire
challenge and encourage people at any state of recovery minister lloyd bell
has received his master s degree in addiction counseling from liberty
university and is a recovering addict of 13 years he has experienced the
horrors and hopelessness of addiction he understands what it means to be
caught in the grips of active addiction this book is his attempt to serve
those who are still suffering or are in the time of need this tool can also
be used in a support group setting

Keep It Simple 2009-09-29
each day a new beginning defined a genre as the first daily meditation book
for women filled with encouraging meditations and practices to lift readers
up with over 3 million copies sold and a dedicated readership spanning over
four decades bestselling author karen casey has cemented herself as a leading
voice in the reflection and recovery space
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Mindful Meditations Recovery Journal 2019-06-02
mindful meditation journals click on author name for more journals 110 pages
90 days of positive affirmations to kick start you recovery this journal is
ideal for kick starting your recovery or getting you back on track to healing
your mind body and spirit a lined journal with a prompted affirmation each
day to support your healing and wellbeing for three months to provide you
with a daily positive mindset and focus use this journal to respond to the
affirmation keep a journal of your days create collages or develop a
sketchbook to help support your growth mindset through your recovery generic
in its approach this journal can be used to support a range of recoveries and
is suitable for all ages physical recovery and recuperation mental wellbeing
addiction recovery our journals are great for popping in your bag or having
in your workspace or desk at home to grab when that special little thought
comes to you and ensure you get the things you think about done suitable to
be used with most media pencils pens watercolours pastels and perfect for
creating collages and artwork ideas please note pens and markers may bleed
through

Mindful Meditations - Recovery Journal 2019-06-02
acting as if is intended to aid those recovering from enabling or codependent
behavior this book uses a monthly meditation format readers will find a two
page meditation for each day of the month as well as nine bonus pages that
focus more closely on some of the topics in the daily readings the
meditations and bonus pages are written as reflective advice often in a do
and don t format the meditations and bonus pages include examples of ideas in
action using scenes drawn from the author s life this format allows readers a
chance to review each month the practical steps they can take to keep their
relationships more in balance with others this book is classified in the
category of self help spirituality

Clean and Serene 2016-06-06

Each Day a New Beginning 2023-02-14

Mindful Meditations 90 Days Recovery Journal
2019-06-02

Acting As If 2019-11-21
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